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Trust, Pride and Recognition
What is this conference looking for

Why is it done

Topics:
The reality of work and the challenges imposed

Happiness and Results go hand in hand

Factors driving change

We are all engaged

CORe Competition: Trust, Pride and Recognition

Happiness as a decisión

Recognize states of engagement and how to drive it go 
through the three vital elements that are required for an 
agile and close leadership.

Empower people to take action towards creation of a 
scenario of well-being and sustainable results.

Because betting on the well-being and happiness of people is 
a vital decision that positively impacts the results. Transcen -
ding this to the academy, the company and the public sector, 
nationally and internationally.
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CORe Business:



Topics:
From transaction to conviction; states of personal commitment at work

Towards a Healthy Human Talent; aligning Having, Doing and Feeling, for the

construction of a scenario of well-being and happiness

People as the core of the organization; vital needs for a sustainable work experience

The new CORe of the business: Trust, Pride and Recognition

From the romantic to the productive of well-being, creating a safe and sustainable environment

10 condiments for personal well-being at work and in life
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A recipe to improve the experience
of people at work

What is this conference looking for
Explore reality in the work environment and award tools 
to people towards building a scenario of well-being and 
happiness as the basis of success and organizational 
sustainability. 
 
Resignify the relationship of commitment that people 
build with their work. Shift people mindsets to think in 
gratitude and how they can make the most of what their 
current work environment offers.
 
Raise awareness in people of what each one should put to 
live in a gratitude mode and be able to bring out the make 
the most of what the environment of their work offers.

Carrots with conviction:
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vy8ycd-PZy8&list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okU0CJke9-I
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=HUWNumiLWoE&list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD&index=10
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